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Helping Young People See and Achieve Their Future Goals
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The Entrepreneur in You!  
Getting Started in Business 

With adult supervision recommended, young people — tweens and 
teens, in fact — across America are making money as entrepreneurs ... 
from lawn care to pet and babysitting to online reselling, and so much 
more! In The Entrepreneur in You! learning experience, the basics of 
entrepreneurship are covered in an easy-to-understand format with key 
tips, tools, and traits to help participants get started making money 
operating their own business.  


Dates and Times Offered: TBD


What’s Needed for the Learning Experience? Pencil/pen, calculator, 
worksheet (provided), and great attitude
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BIZ A B C

www.app-integrity.com

Software company designing app-based 

games, educational content, and 

cutting-edge something for young 

people

Downtown

3 full-time and 2 part-time

Why did you select this business? 

Be specific

�NN
www.U2UConnect.com

Social media platform for young people 

to intern or locate a job, academic tutor, 

college scholarship, and more.

Suburbs

5 full-time and 2 part-time

Why did you select this business? 

Be specific
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www.fashionabletrendsforyou.com

Online and brick-and-mortar business 

sells moderately priced but upscale 

clothing to young people

Mall (2)

10 (full time)

Why did you select this business? 

Be specific

Mind Your Biz!  
How Will Your Business Roll? 

This fast-paced game is the next step up in our entrepreneurship series 
to help young people build their business start-up and employment 
skills. From an economic perspective, real-world scenarios in the game 
provide participants with a behind-the-scenes look into what impacts a 
business — positively or negatively — with a roll of the dice. Economic 
factors come in all shapes, sizes, and colors while affecting sales (top 
line), expenses, and profits (bottom line).   


Dates and Times Offered: TBD 

What’s Needed for the Learning Experience? Pencil/pen, calculator, 
worksheet (provided), and great attitude


ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT  



101

Usual ly money set aside for      –            goals,  such as purchasing a 

new pair  of  shoes or taking care of an unexpected or upcoming expense. 

Savings accounts are typical ly       and       whi le earning interest 

on the money.

Usual ly money set aside for      –            goals,  such as purchasing a 

car or house, paying for col lege, or planning for ret irement.  

I t  is  possible to         some, i f  not al l ,  of  your money!

Investing 101 
Stock Market Basics 

Did you know that the stock market has historically averaged a 10 percent 
return every year for many decades? Using the Rule of 72 or how long it 
takes to double your money, a dollar invested in the stock market will 
typically double in value every 7.2 years. Of course, the stock market 
doesn’t offer investors any guarantee. However, participants will learn in the 
heart-pounding Investing 101: Stock Market Basics game how to improve 
their chances of selecting winning company stocks. And some stocks pay 
investors quarterly dividends or income every three months whether the 
underlying stock goes up or down. Now that’s a sweet deal worth the 
potential investment!   


Dates and Times Offered: TBD

What’s Needed for the Learning Experience? Pencil/pen, calculator, 
worksheet (provided), and great attitude


“Check Me Out!  
I Just Got Paid, Now What?”  

Your hard work has paid off and a paycheck has been earned. Now how do 
you spend, save, donate, invest and protect it? In this riveting activity, 
participants will select an occupation and experience with a roll of the the 
dice how real-life decisions have a favorable or unfavorable impact on their 
cash flow, balance sheet, and peace of mind. Get ready for a roller coaster 
ride with exhilarating highs and stomach-turning lows!


Dates and Times Offered: TBD

What’s Needed for the Learning Experience? Pencil/pen, calculator, 
worksheet (provided), and great attitude


FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT  
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT  

Momentum Power Play: How to Create It When You’ve Never Had It and 
Keep It Going Once You’ve Got It 

Momentum Power Play intersects sports vernacular with powerful life 
applications, how to bounce back from a setback or shift gears and move 
forward when you’ve been dropped emotionally by a person of trust. As 
long as you have oxygen in your body, you have a shot in overcoming a 
difficult situation or traumatic experience. If you already have positive 
momentum in life, you’ll gain insight on how to keep it going even when 
unexpected turbulence pops up or comes into the picture. Challenging 
moments happen. How we respond makes the different, different. 


Sociopsychonomics: How Social Classes Think, Act, and Behave 
Financially in the Twenty-First Century  

Sociopsychonomics provides insight on how we make economic decisions 
based on our life experiences, background, and unforgettable memories. 
Good, bad, or somewhere in between, we often act and behave in concert 
with how we think, or more specifically, how we were taught to think about 
money, opportunities, and career choices. This book is sure to challenge 
your thinking!


Free Copy and Discussion of One of Mr. Fundy’s Latest Books




